Intramolecular vibrational coupling contribution to temperature dependence of vibrational mode frequencies.
High-frequency vibrational modes in molecules in solution are sensitive to temperature and shift either to lower or higher frequencies with the temperature increase. These frequency shifts are often attributed to specific interactions of the molecule and to the solvent polarization effect. We found that a substantial and often dominant contribution to sensitivity of vibrational high-frequency modes to temperature originates from anharmonic interactions with other modes in the molecule. The temperature dependencies were measured for several modes in ortho-, meta-, and para-isomers of acetylbenzonitrile in solution and in a solid matrix and compared to the theoretical predictions originated from the intramolecular vibrational coupling (IVC) evaluated using anharmonic density functional theory calculations. It is found that the IVC contribution is essential for temperature dependencies of all high-frequency vibrational modes and is dominant for many modes. As such, the IVC contribution alone permits predicting the main trend in the temperature dependencies, especially for vibrational modes with smaller transition dipoles. In addition, an Onsager reaction field theory was used to describe the solvent contribution to the temperature dependencies.